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Welcome to the December edition of the
magazine.

December
15th Committee

Club and Pub nights continue over Zoom
with Francis running the quiz for
December’s clubnight please do come and
join us! Details of how to join are on page
3.
Following on from last month we have a
really nice full edition of the magazine still
with lots to read over the festive period.
Highlights this month are more Tongham
Tales from Mark and Pash looks at his
rallying exploits during 2020, yes some did
happen! Please also take note of the AGM
announcement, along with the a di erent
Out and About selection of pictures from
Robert. We have reproduced two more
articles from a past edition of the
magazine. This time it is from 1993 and of
course we continue to publish pictures
from the slide collection.
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always
gratefully received. Let’s hear what you’ve
been up to!
Can we wish all members a very Happy
Christmas and a Happy New Year… it’s
got to be better!
Stay safe
Annette & Robert Clayson

Club and Pubnights
8th December Clubnight with Quiz
22nd December Pubnight
Please see notice opposite
12th January 2021 AGM
Goodwood Events
Open generally for public access Tuesday
to Saturday with access to the Aerodrome
Cafe. Recommended stay, no more than 2
hours.
Brooklands Events
Reopened 1st August, Thursday to
Sunday, pre-booked tickets required.

Competition
December
4th Southsea MC Autumn Leaves 12 car
11th FDMC Gwyn Jones Memorial 12 car
Weald MC 12 Car Rounds
25 September 2020 (Southern)
16 October 2020 (Borough 18)
13 November 2020 (Sevenoaks) postponed
4 December 2020 (Blackpalfrey) postponed
22 January 2021 (Maidstone)
5 February 2021 (Guildford)
5 March 2021 (Eastbourne)
26 March 2021 (Bexley)
23 April 2021 (Croydon)
Regulations are here
In Tune
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GMC - Goodies

GMC - Membership Fees

The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

GMC Mugs

£2.00

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

3 for a £1.00

Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Associate Membership

£2.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July
Full Membership
Family Membership

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media
Website:
www.guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
facebook:
www.facebook.com/guildfordmotorclub
instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/guildfordmotorclub

GMC - Contact Details
Chairman and Secretary: Mark Feeney
71 Carfax Avenue, Tongham, Farnham Surrey. GU10 1BD
Phone: 01252 319672(H) 07747 445680 (M)
email cm@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Compe on Secretary: Richard Pashley
The Old Bali s House, 152 Brox Road, O ershaw, Chertsey
Surrey. KT16 0LQ
Phone: 01932 875253
email: cs@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Treasurer and Vice Chairman: Graham Skingle
Phone: 01252 702510
email: tr@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Social Secretary: Francis Carlisle-Kitz
Phone: 07500 512494
email: ss@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Chief Marshal: Jon Marlow
Phone: 07970 926905
Magazine Editors and Website: Anne e and Robert Clayson
39 Longhope Drive, Wrecclesham, Farnham, Surrey.
GU10 4SN
Phone: 01252 726618
email: intune@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk

Tuesday 8th December 20:00
Meeting ID. - Click Here
Here is the id and passcode if you really want
them
Meeting ID: 876 9661 0105
Passcode: 515547
Tuesday 22nd December 20:00
meeting ID. - Click Here
Here is the id and passcode if you really want
them
Meeting ID: 875 2211 6536
Passcode: 101665
The links and details are also on the website.
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Zoom - Club and Pubnights.
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The Guildford Motor Club promotion for round 6 of the WEALD 12 Car Challenge
will take place on the Friday 5th February with the entire competitive route on
map 187.
The start and finish will be at:
The Jovial Sailor
Portsmouth Road
Ripley
Surrey
GU23 6EZ
MR 186/454 551½
Signing on from 19:00, Car 0 at 20.00
Food will be supplied at the finish (Covid-19 guidelines permitting!)
There are still several places available, if you would like an entry please fill out an
entry form and send it to Richard Pashley at: richardpashley@outlook.com
If you are not able to enter but still fancy a night out of enjoyable marshalling
duties, please email an offer to help to the above email.
To confirm, the Guildford event will run in the same vein, spirit and execution of
the championship regulations, the same as any of the other events in the series!
The event will run as a pure WEALD event with no new and unexpected twists
within the execution of the running of the event. 45 miles of straight-forward,
no-nonsense, run of the mill navigation.

Confirmed Entries so far:
Wug Utting/Bob Stokoe
BMW Mini
Derek Arnold/Simon Fuidge
Citroën Saxo
David Balderson/Rob Thompson
Citroën C1
Richard Graham/Steve Thompson
Fiat Punto
Andrea Sterry/Si Kellow
Austin Mini
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Annual General Meeting and Subscriptions 2021
As we’ll still be in some form of tiered isolation in January, and we won’t be able to meet
in person, the 2021 AGM will be held via Zoom. I will send out email invitations to all
current members, so all you will need to do is to click on the hyperlink that will be shown
on the invite. As Zoom works over PC’s, phones and notepads, we could have the
busiest AGM since the 1980’s, when it wasn’t uncommon to have 50 plus members
attending.
Included in the invite will be the minutes of the last AGM, an agenda, the chairman’s
report and the club accounts. You’ll need to supply your own ale and chips.
Please let me know beforehand if you have any issues or questions you would like
raised in the ‘Any Other Business’ agenda topic, or in the unlikely event of you wishing
to stand as a committee member.
Many of you renew your subscription at the AGM, but for 2021, could you pay your subs
using bank transfer and then email me to let me know you’ve renewed. The sort code is
40-22-26 and the account number is 31750348, please use your surname as the
reference.
I’ll then post your club cards. If you’ve moved recently, remember to let me know your
new address.
Wishing you all a safe, socially distanced Christmas.
Mark.

Tongham Tales part 6 – Well, this wasn’t part of the plan.
With August out of the way, we were beginning to get back to our new normal. Still
isolating ourselves and not even considering going to the pub, but we were planning the
odd day out on the bikes and a few trips out. We’d even got a bit of motorsport in.
Marshalling on the Carnival stages in September, was a very welcome return to near
normality.
The extension plans were rejected by GBC on a technicality, so we paid more and
resubmitted them. We should nd out if we’re successful in a few weeks time, and if we
are, won’t start any work until spring. We’re on clay here and any ground work in the
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winter resembles 1917 Passchendaele. I have though, completed the base for our new
rainwater harvesting system. Just need to buy the 1000 litre tank and plumb it all in.
I was quite busy on the Canal in October, putting my recently acquired felling certi cate
to good use. Ash Dieback is a proli c problem in Sussex and we had to fell a few trees
that were su ering from it and in danger of falling on people walking past. We have
planted a number of replacement trees, but it’ll be many years before they’re as splendid
as the ones we had to remove.
One of the last things I did before this latest lockdown was to visit the Farnham
Maltings, venue for the superb, Farnham Beerex. This time though, rather that pouring
liquid in, I was having an armful taken out. I couldn’t help wondering, as I lay there
getting lighter by the minute, when we would be back in there sampling the nations
nest ales.
A couple of days later and we were locked down again. With Lorraine’s illness, she
hasn’t been told to shield like last time, but just be careful not to go anywhere or mix
with anyone other than the immediate household – which is exactly the same as
shielding.
I did nd the time to get Lorraine’s Clio MOT’d. Last year, the car was serviced and
tested at the local Renault main dealer. They noted an ‘advisory’ for new discs and pads
on the front. I checked them out and, whilst there was a small lip on the disc, there was
plenty of meat left on the pads, and ignored the advisory. This year, the local
independent MOT garage said there was nothing wrong with neither pads nor discs. So,
are manufacturers using the lipping of discs as an indicator of disc wear without the
‘mechanics’ having to use a
micrometer?
One would have thought that with
modern engineering tolerances, the
manufacturers would be able to make
brakes that don’t create a lip on the
disc, or is this a way of getting the
owners to spend more on servicing?
We decided against an annual service
this year – the car has done a massive
800 miles since the last service, so
hardly worth it.
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I have been spending some time on the Sunbeam. The wiper rack and motor are now
out of the way, so I can continue sanding back the scuttle
panel. Readers of my previous jottings will know that
there was a lot of ller and hi-build primer on the wings
and front panel. Well, the scuttle is no di erent. I’ve
moved the car over in the garage, so I can work on the
o -side wing and front panel.
The white paint is Hi-build and about 2-3mm thick in
places. The right shot shows evidence of the microblisters being in the sub-surface paint, pushing through
to the top layers.
With a bit of luck and a following wind, I might just get
some primer back on the car before Christmas.
Not saying which year though.
Mark.

Videos
We have been contacted by Hamish Roscoe who advised us that he is adding a number
of lms made by his father, David, onto his YouTube channel over the next few months.
At the time of writing he has added the

A Taste of Vintage

Formula Junior 1969

Links to the lms are under the images and
the link to Hamish’s YouTube channel is here.
Enjoy!

Wheelspin ‘61
Page 7
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Out and About - in
retrospect - Ditcham
Hill Climb
No ‘Out and About’ this month.
With this second lockdown
more scanning of colour slides
and black and white negatives
has been undertaken. Some of
the b&w pictures were from a
hill climb meeting in 1973 at
Ditcham Hill Climb.
Route of hill climb highlighted.

Ditcham Park and school lies
up a valley south-east of
Peters eld, o a lane from the B2146 beyond the hamlet
of Old Ditcham.
The 880 yard course began with a straight, climbing
gently to a sharp left hander. From there the gradient
steepened around a fast 250 yard left-hand curve into a
right-hand hairpin and a long left hand curve to the nish.
The events were mainly run by Chichester Motoring Club
the rst meeting took place in June 1968 when six-times
Hillclimb Champion Tony Marsh set the best time of the
day in his 4wd March-Oldsmobile in a time which was
not approached again as single seaters were banned
from then on. The full distance could not be used for the
second meeting but there were plans for a return road to
be

nished for 1969, together with the installation of

Armco barriers at the hairpin. These were coupled with
spectator improvements and the start line was re-sited to give the full 880 yards.
I visited the course a couple of times and nally in September 1973 I entered what I
believe was the last event run. At the time I had MG Midget my times weren’t exactly
competitive!
Robert
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Yours truly!

The rst corner as it now in 2020

The exit from the hairpin as it now in 2020
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Reprints
We continue this month revisiting past magazines. We delve into the June 1993 edition
magazine this time around.
There are two articles from this edition; a report on the CADMOC Rally and the Somerset
stages from Henry Richardson. Henry’s article appears later in the magazine.

CADMOC Rally by Steve Cole
The latest round of both the London Counties and Central Southern championships was the
Cadmoc rally, run, as the name suggests, by Croydon and District M.C. but despite being a
round of three Championships the organisers only received a rather poor entry of 26 crews. Bob
and I were seeded at 5, with Gavin and Steve Miles being the only other GMC crew, running at
10. Things started with a run out from Pease Pottage services up the M23, with the first
competitive sections being fairly straightforward stu that took us through Turners Hill and into
the Ashdown Forest.
Even when other rallies were being run as fast, pre-plot events, the Cadmoc had been known for
di cult navigation, so our plan for this event was to stop and plot most of the handouts as we
were expecting them to be hard. We had to revise this as many of the sections were short (a lot
were 4 minutes) which did not permit the luxury of stopping to plot but kept the pressure up
throughout. There were extremely few non-competitive sections in the event, with about 70 miles
of the first half being a continuous series of competitives.
We stayed clean until almost half way through the rst half when we received some fairly
ordinary navigation which Bob plotted quickly. We had not stopped to plot so I thought that we
would probably clean this section easily, only for Bob to inform me that we still had several miles
to go and very little remaining time. As a result we dropped 2 minutes, which looked bad at the
time, but most crews dropped 3.
A little later we reached another long section with navigation defined by a long string of
numbers. This took some time to plot but Bob did this without us having to stop and by the time
we had the complete route on the map we had already caught the car ahead, car 3. He was
reluctant to move over, forcing us to follow him for the complete section at a comparatively
leisurely pace and causing us to drop another minute. To make matters worse, we then had to
start the next section on the same minute as him, but still behind. This was a mirrored
herringbone, which took Bob only a few seconds to work out allowing us to pass car 3 who had
to stop at the rst junction. Unfortunately the roads here were quick so car 3 still cleaned the
section and thus started the next on the same minute as us, but at least he was behind this time.
The next section turned out to be the most important of the whole event. The navigation was a
tracing consisting of a single wavy line (the M25) and a few crosses that marked our route (not
the M25). We stopped at the first junction knowing that it was a long section, and not wanting to
make any errors, while car 3 blasted o as though he knew the route already. After a few miles I
was surprised, knowing how slow he was, to have not caught him. We reached the end control
without having seen him, so I asked the marshal if car 3 had been through. “No one has been
through, you are the rst car” was his reply. This meant that either we had missed out a lot of the
route, which was unlikely, or cars 1, 2 and 3 had all gone wrong. It transpired that we were
correct (Bob can do tracings, it is map references that are tricky) and many crews (including
Gavin and Steve) went wrong on this section.
We were now rst on the road, which meant that we had to wake up the marshals at the next
control, who were a little slow in nding the navigation. This delay turned out to be unfortunate,
as by the time we had plotted the route, cars 1 and 2 had come through in convoy. These 2
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crews included Mike Biss and Pete Tilling, who between them have won almost all road rallies in
the South of England at some time or other. This should have meant that they would not hang
around, but we caught them within seconds and they refused to move over. Twice we stopped at
Give Way junctions as required, while they carried on, but each time we caught them again quite
quickly. At one point there was a hairpin left junction were Mike Biss executed a neat handbrake
tum immediately in front of us. Not wanting to go into the back of him I just braked, changed into
first gear and drove around after him, all the time staying exactly the same distance behind. At
the next control, which marked the end of the first half, all 3 cars arrived together, with cars 1
and 2 cleaning the section, while we dropped a minute through having them hold us up.
The organisation was extremely e cient as you would expect from a club involved in organising
the Mazda winter rally, and first half results were on display within minutes of us handing in our
time card at the petrol halt. This showed us in the lead on 5 minutes, with car 1 just behind on 7.
We expected the second half navigation to contain some tricky bits but it actually stayed at
about the same level, with generally faster roads making the sections easier to clean. An early
handout contained an example of Bob’s navigational Bete Noir: the grid reference (3 grid
references to be precise). We got the rst part of the route correct, then went straight over a
cross-roads. On reaching the T junction at the end Bob informed me that this was wrong, so I
had to tum round. Halfway back to the previous junction we stopped and turned round again,
only to repeat the manoeuvre immediately. When we eventually reached the time control we had
not dropped any time but were well into our minute, which made the timing of the next section
rather tight.
We then managed to drop behind cars 6 and 7 who both plotted the next section more quickly
(car 7 must have booked into a control early, but as a member of the organising club he avoided
being penalised!) so we then had to follow car 6 (a quick purple Alfasud). We could tell he was in
front even when we could not see him due to the very strong smell of oil smoke. ln fact he was
burning so much oil that clouds of smoke were left hanging in the stiller areas under trees.
Eventually we caught him and he made the classic error of watching me rather than where he
was going and consequently overshot a junction, allowing us some fresh air at last.
A very heavy shower then made the roads slippery and the marshals wet, but as we were back
on top of the navigation and timing, we were able to take things a little more gently, while still
cleaning the route. This let car 7 catch us, so I moved over to let him pass. This was local driver
and previous Cadmoc winner Mike Shotter giving the Ford Mondeo what may have been its
rallying debut. This car looked quite impressive, being much quicker accelerating than my
Peugeot (although it had probably done less than 162,000 miles), even if the driver never did
stop at Give Ways! At the next control he thanked me for letting him through and informed us
that this section had gone past his house, and the route we had just driven was the one he
usually used for testing his stage rally car. He had arrived at an earlier control at some speed and
had been unable to stop in time, but as luck would have it there was enough room for him to
avoid hitting us, while his navigator admitted that he had just closed his eyes and waited for the
bang. This incident had encouraged me to move over as soon as I saw him in the mirror as I did
not want the rear of the car re-shaped.
There was no nasty navigation to nish the event so we were able to complete the half without
dropping any more time and collect our first outright victory. It had been a good, well organised
event with lots of marshals and generally short sections, a format which meant that we both had
to work fairly hard. Bob will no longer be able to complain about the lack of electric windows,
which he usually blames when we don’t win an event. We now have 29 points in the ACSMC
championship from the 3 events we have done this year but most of the remaining rounds clash
with other events so this will prevent us from scoring many more points.
Steve Cole
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From the Slide Collection

Something a little bit di erent this time around a Fire Engine Rally at Beaulieu in 1967.
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How much did you pay?
I have recently been having a tidy up and came across a number of invoices for the cars
my father purchased. Over the next few months I’ll publish some more. The cars he
brought initially were Rootes Group cars the rst he purchased was a Hillman Husky he
actually passed his test in this car. The rst invoice we have is from 1958, for a Sunbeam
Rapier. The car he part exchanged was a Hillman Minx Estate I seem to recall this came
after the Husky.

Robert
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Reprints 2
Somerset Stages by Henry Richardson
With two minutes to go before the start of stage one, conversation inside the car just dries up.
Helmets are on, intercom checked. We are already booked in at the stage arrival. The road is just
wide enough for two cars side by side. As this stage is being run twice we are queued on the
left, awaiting our rst run. Some of the faster mid-field Escorts are on our right - ready for the 30
second start. The usual pre-SS1 tension means that quiet introspection is the order of the
moment, rather than witty repartee between driver and co-driver.
Not the least factor causing the knot in the stomach is the knowledge that half a mile up the
road is “Simon’s Bend”, made famous a couple of years back when a certain Mr Hawes nose
dived over the bank on this “K-left tightens to square left”. This was followed by an end-overend roll, captured on video, which destroyed Simon’s Mk lll Escort before the trees stopped
further progress down the bank. “It was a good job the trees stopped us when they did“ said
Adrian before the start - Simon’s co-driver on that occasion - “the slope got steeper further
down.”
Yes, this is Porlock Hill, the first stage of this year’s Somerset Stages. Sponsored by Gliddons
Peugeot dealers and being a round of the Peugeot Challenge there are plenty of Pugs around us
too. This time though we’re in Simon’s Vauxhall Astra GTE. The same car we completed 6.5
stages of last year’s RAC, before the ECU gave up. A few miles of soaking November tarmac
and gravel don’t constitute a lot of experience - for either the car or us, the crew. Nevertheless,
this is an event we both know reasonably well. l’ve tackled these stages three times with Mike failing to finish only once. Simon has been here a few times more, last year as co-driver in Martin
Wyeth’s rapid Mk ll Escort.
Why I am here? How did I get into this? (”Normal” questions I ask myself at SS2. It used to be
the same at TC l on road rallies. Apprehension which will soon be dispelled by the rush of
adrenalin - I hope!) The original plan had me marshalling on the Printemps before driving on to
Somerset to help service for Simon on this Sunday. The co-driver was to have been Jon Walker his “treat” for being one of the main sponsor-getters and helpers on the RAC. On the
Wednesday before Simon called to say Jon was detained on business in Geneva (he works for
Magnetti Marelli). Would I be able to bring my licence and overalls? This required being in
Minehead for Saturday scrutineering. So I had to apologise to Graham and hope the Printemps
would manage without me.
The car in front blasts away from the line. Time to switch brain back to the here and now and
move up to the line. The marshal signs our time card and calls “15 seconds”. Not long to get
your brain in gear. Unlike the RAC, pace notes are strictly forbidden on this event. Fortunately
1:25,000 maps are not. Neither are the 1:25,000 photo enlargements I am using for each stage.
This much I checked with the Clerk of the Course yesterday. Since the 1:50,000 are notoriously
inaccurate in this area it’s perhaps just as well. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, GO. Simon drops the clutch. The
Astra pulls itself o the start line with a minimum of wheelspin. At least today the tarmac is dry!
My nervousness manifests itself as I concentrate on the wrong grid square of the map. Although
the first bend fits the next four don’t. Fortunately Simon isn’t paying too much attention. As we
approach the second “K-right” I realise my mistake and start reading the correct sequence of
bends. Just in time to call “Simon’s bend”!! The chap inside starts to unwind the knot in the
stomach. The adrenalin starts to take e ect - aiding concentration. Simon starts to unwind the
Astra.
As we approach the toll house I call “Medium right through gate, tightens”, then pause to wait
for the back-o from the throttle. We are well up the rev-band in third on this relatively flat
section of the hill. As Gavin recounted from last year’s Imber (regular readers of In-Tune might
recall), “Medium” usually means “back o a bit” or whatever the driver feels is appropriate.
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Simon keeps his right foot planted rmly to the floor! We flash past the house and through the
gate. Bit of bad luck if anyone wants us to pay? As the bend tightens the Astra settles, then
holds its line with plenty of G-Force before opening into the following “slight left”. My brain just
has time to register growing confidence in both car and driver before “K left, 100, H’pin right” is
required!
On this stage it is not unusual to be overtaken in the last mile, by a quicker car which started just
30 seconds behind on his second run. We stopped the finish clock at 4 mins 19 secs (4-mile
stage remember, with two first gear hairpins). No-one behind. Second time up we manage 4.15.
The top group A 205’s of Nick Elliot, Phil Brown, Justin Dale manage under 4 mins, with more
power and significantly less weight than the Astra. Still, not bad for rst time out in four months.
My own confidence grows enough to apologise to Simon for the poor bend calling o the rst
start. He pretends not to have noticed.
First service in Minehead is just 15 mins. Time to change onto Forest tyres for the rst of 13
gravel stages within a ve mile radius of the town. A small bonus from being seeded a lowly 60
is that we can comfortably share service with Justin, running at 16. Still with 110 starters this has
to be one of the healthiest elds in recent club rally history.
Croydon comes next. Not the road from Carshalton Ponds to the ring road, but 7.5 miles of hilly
West Somerset Forest! The first time I shall be sitting with Simon in a Forest. 3 miles in is a
downhill hairpin right - the furthest Simon has travelled as a driver before - mechanical failure
having always intervened. Half a mile further on is a fast, bumpy, downhill section, open at first,
before plunging into shadow of trees for a medium right. Both the 309 and 205 Peugeots always
got slightly ‘interesting’ here. The bumps forcing the rear end to take over steering duties as that
end of the car jumped about on the sequence of slight left and rights. The Astra remained
perfectly stable though. Chris Dale later explained this was partly a benefit of the greater weight,
partly the vertical damper mounting allowing more controlled wheel movement.
Not so reassuring half a mile further on was the boulder lying in the middle of the track, just out
of sight round a medium right. This had been dug from the base of the road by previous cars. It
hit the Astra firmly in the co-driver’s foot-well area, punching a 4-inch high dent in the floor pan
and shearing my foot rest from its mounting bolts. Not to mention a jolt to the knees as they hit
the dash. Fortunately Gp N Astra homologation permits all fluid lines to be placed inside the car
- along the tunnel out of harm’s way. The stopwatch said 7.17 after six miles of ‘smooth
forest’ (sic). The good news was that section of stage would not need to be used next time we
visited Croydon in the afternoon.
Four shorter stages followed before service back in Minehead allowed us to take more than a
quick glance at the damage. The fioorpan looked like a mine had exploded under it, but the rock
had missed all vitals, leaving just a slight gouge in the rear exhaust box where it had exited.
Lucky! Simon’s brother Jez, - body double for Arnold Schwarzenegger and not the sort of guy
you’d say ‘hit me’ to - attacked the oor from above with a 4 pound hammer, directed by Adrian,
while Chris and Steve prepared to re-fix the foot brace.
First stage of the afternoon was Knowle Hill, overlooking Minehead itself. 3.5 miles of fast,
genuinely ‘smooth forest’, but with several tricky series of tightening bends and a big drop on
one side. Last year this stage had claimed a handful of Peugeots, caught out by its
deceptiveness. This year was no di erent! We arrived to be faced by a long queue. A walk up to
the arrival control to clock in revealed two 205’s were ‘o ’, one seriously, so that the ambulance
had been sent in to recover the injured co-driver. ‘Not car 16?’ I asked. ‘No, 18 and 26 we think’
was the reply. Nevertheless bad news for someone. The injuries consisted mainly of facial cuts
and the said co-driver later appeared at the finish, having been stitched in casualty. He was
apparently a doctor himself! When the stage re-started an hour later, caution ruled just a little
more over enthusiasm, especially when one of the Peugeots was glimpsed well down the bank
on the left, parked part way up a tree!
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Back to Croydon - this time without the boulders, but a slightly di erent route. A good run was
tempered slightly by the long straight uphill section from a square left about 2 miles in. Group N
power to weight ratio left us with time to have a chat about the unseasonably good weather up
this section. From the top it was ‘pedal to the metal’ all the way down to the finish. The re-route
meant we now passed the flying nish as a ‘very slight left’, downhill too, and quite wide. As we
passed the flag the back-end stepped out to the right. Now travelling on gravel at 80+ mph is
OK, but sideways at 70-75 in a front wheel drive car is just a little beyond ‘exhilarating’ as a
pastime. A glance through the driver’s side window (and this was not an Escort) revealed a low
bank, just high enough to trip up a sideways car and send it barrel rolling into the saplings
beyond. The co-driver was heard to exclaim ‘Oh s**t!’ It was one of those ‘moments’ which
seemed to last years. Braking for the stop line was out of the question. Simon kept his wits (or
alternatively left his brains behind) and kept the power on. The Astra gracefully drew parallel with
the bank and ditch, then headed o for the clock marshal’s car! We did manage to stop! Just!!
About 5 yards beyond the line. As the dust settled the marshals re-appeared from behind the
trees. ‘That’s the second time someone’s done that’ he said. ‘Did you enjoy it?’ I asked the time
- 7.12 for six miles.
Further runs through Timberscombe, Chargot and Kennisham before service passed relatively
smoothly. The lady running the stage arrival at Chargot had a particularly busy time. Not only
was the stage run twice, so she had to single handedly arrange and clock in two queues at 30
sec intervals, but the entrance road was also in use by farm tra c. Two four wheel drive tractors,
with ploughs, came through while we were there. She coped very well.
Charcot saw the demise of rally leader Dennis Moody. When we came up the hill to a ‘K-right
tightens’ we noticed his white Sierra XR 4x4 o , down in the trees on the left. Second time round
I took a closer look. This revealed a second car o - a blue Escort - parked underneath the
Sierra. I hoped the Escort crew had time to get out before the Sierra landed on top of them.
Minimum work required on the Astra before Knowle and Croydon again. Would the ECU give
trouble? Since the RAC Chris had relocated the unit to help prevent damp entry - diagnosed as
the probable cause of the RAC failures. This event was dry - so no problem. The nal two stages
were completed without incident, although we did pass one of the two other Astras in Croydon,
pulled over with a mechanical failure.
A Finish! The place was of secondary importance. For the record it was 39th and 4th in class. A
good event and my third ‘top 40’ finish in Somerset in four starts. Thanks are due to Simon, for
the drive; Jez and Adrian, for being there; Chris, for preparing the car; Steve, for towing it there,
and Pauline for cooking breakfast. What next?

Henry Richardson
The racing exploits of Stirling Moss are well
documented. This new book former GMC
member Vic Quayle covers all his exploits as a
rally driver. Covering events like the Monte,
Alpine and naturally the Mille Miglia in the
1950’s. After his crash in 1962 he went onto to
take part Safari in 1965. Covered also are the
more recent events of the 1974 World Cup Rally
and the Pirelli Classic Marathons in 1989, 1990
and 1991.
It’s well written and very readable even Annette
picked it up and started reading it! As an added
bonus it has some of my pictures in it.
Stirling Moss Rally Driver, Vic Quayle.
Published by Herridge & Sons Ltd.
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Out and About - in retrospect
Production Car Trials were popular in the
70’s as a low cost form of motor sport. You
had to drive up a marked course and the
further along the course you scored less
points, so the person with lowest overall
total was declared the winner. All sorts of
cars took part and were divided in to class
by length, fwd or rwd and by body style. In
this area events mainly used military land.
Notably around Ash, Ash Vale, Pirbright
and Bordon. These pictures are from an
event in 1973 and looking at the pictures
these were taken at Tunnel Hill.
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Rallying through 2020… Well trying too!
The year started o well for me from a rallying point of view if, albeit, in hectic fashion!
At the end of 2019 I had agreed a new partnership with Sterling Ernstzen, from Sevenoaks &
District Motor Club, to navigate for him in his Mazda MX5 on the Kent based WEALD 12 Car
Championship for 2020 and beyond. I was to take over in the silly seat from round four of the
seven round 2019-2020 Championship. So, Friday 7th January saw us competing together for
the rst time on Blackpalfrey Motor Club’s Andy Gibson 12 Car. The event went well for us,
nishing fail free and only 1 minute dropped due to being baulked by a non-competing car for a
couple of miles. 1st Overall.
The following afternoon I was o Westbound on the A303 to compete on the Carpetbagger
Road Rally with Farnborough & District Motor Club’s Mike East, in his newly built MG ZR 160.
The car ran like a pig all night, due to engine map issues, and coupled with the treacherously icy
conditions on the Somerset and Devon lanes meant that I spent several hours with my eyeballs
rattling around in my skull. For nearly 200 miles we were looking for an accident before Mike
found one on the penultimate section, whacking a banking on the outside of a 90 left whilst I had
my head down. It came as a surprise for me, but not so much in having to cut route to get to the
nal control within our OTL. Only three cars drove the entire route within their OTL and we cut
the least of the route from all the rest so, at the end we had a very welcome reward for the night
long silliness. 4th Overall.
With all that excitement I decided to give a helping hand on the following Fridays FDMC
Harlequin 12 Car, by o ering up my services as navigator in the opening car. Southsea Motor
Club’s John Taylor and I ended up eventually being given marshalling duties for MTC1 followed
by course closing duties and thus collecting all the boards in J.T.’s newly built MG ZR. We got
back to the Hen and Chicken pub for a couple of warm crusts and a handful of crumbs to nish
o January’s rallying fun.
Friday 7th February was round ve of the WEALD 12 Car Championship again sat alongside
Sterling for a second time. This one was promoted by Bexley Light Car Club and the Monte
Minor 12 Car was, once again, another run out on uncharted territory for me. 45 miles on maps
177 & 188 starting and nishing at the Chequers pub at Darenth, Dartford. We had another good
run as we cleaned it with 0 fails and 0 mins, 11 mins in front of the runners up. 1st Overall.
A couple of weeks later I was back out with John Taylor but this time we were competing on the
Bath Festival Targa Rally in his MG ZR. The start to the event did not go that well when, whilst
plotting the route at the start venue, I realised I had thrown away my ‘lightweight rally’ wallet in
the dustbin at the scrutineering venue. O J.T. went to retrieve it for me, getting back to
scrutineering ve mins before they locked up for the weekend. Panic over we had a good run
round the mixture of disused air elds, farm tracks, Castle Combe Race Circuit, and forestry
roads. We struggled for traction all event with the lack of an LSD but had a clean run and plenty
of laughs. 13th Overall.
I nished o February with the running of the Rapscallion 12 Car. Which as we all know went
down well for all the competitors on some di erent roads I had thrown in from the norm.
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Friday 6th March and round six of WEALD was an Eastbourne and Ram Motor Club run event,
with 55 miles on map 199. Once again, a new map for me. Sterling and I were on for a hat-trick
of wins in the championship! Bad luck out of the way before the event as I had a left rear
puncture en route to the start at the Bear Inn, Burwash. We had a good run round on 0 fails and
0 mins nishing 23 minutes in front of the second-place crew who, to be fair, did have a
puncture en route. 1st Overall.
The following Friday (the 13th!) I was back out with J.T. on Southsea’s Hunt Trophy 12 car. A
good eld out on this event, which is usually one of the better o erings from any local motor
club on the 12 Car front, and this one was no exception ably organised by the Hollinghams. 1st
Overall.
And then Covid-bloody-19 brought about the lockdown and everybody’s rallying plans were
cancelled in one fell swoop! No rallying in April, May, June, July, and August.
Come September and we are back out of lockdown and back in the lanes, albeit with some
extra COVID-19 secure measures in place. Mainly being no physical signing on, self
scrutineering and completing your own timecards to stop transmission of the virus via the
passing of paperwork backwards and forwards.
I was out at the beginning of September on the rst event to run after lockdown which was
organised by Basingstoke Motor Club. This was the running of their postponed Marksman 12
Car. The event was a toughie, and we will not dwell too much on the in’s and outs of it all,
penalties were quite big with the likes of Chris P. Ratt & Glynn Hayward going OTL! I was out for
the rst time with Ian Donaldson in his Clio Sport 182 and we nished with a penalty of 6 fails
and 19 mins. This was 3 fails and 13 mins in front of Ian Hazelton & Paul Hardy. The penalties
racked up somewhat after that. We did not enjoy the event, plugged away at it, and aimed for a
nish. 1st Overall.
I still had a headache the following Friday, so I took my daughter Evie out to marshal on the
Southsea Motor Club Reunion 12 Car to see what the new COVID-19 protocols were like for the
marshals. Pretty much the same really, although you do feel slightly less involved not lling in the
competitors timecards, but at the end of the day you still had to ‘marshal’ them in that they had
to put the correct time down and you had to check that they did just that.
Two weeks later I was back out with Sterling Ernstzen again for the rst round of the new
2020-2021 WEALD 12 Car Challenge. Not only a new name for the championship, sorry
Challenge, but also now up to nine rounds with the inclusion of a couple of new events from
di erent motor clubs, with Guildford being one of them. So, on Friday 5th February 2021 we will
hopefully be running the new WEALD event, that as of yet has no name! This rst event of the
new WEALD season kicked o with a Southern Car Club event, that was supposed to be the last
event of the 2019-2020 season, that did not run due to the lockdown, The Southern Soiree. This
was the rst time of me competing on a WEALD event as a navigator that we dropped time on
the road, and not being baulked by a non-competitor. As the navigation ramped up towards the
end of the event Rick Smith’s team devised a route/navigation combo that lead you to believe
you were going in one direction, when in fact the route was a lot simpler than most navigators
tried to make it. I think we clocked three gures as we sailed o miles in the wrong direction,
only to have to turn around and do the same again in the opposite direction to get back onto the
correct route, resulting in 5 mins dropped. 1st Overall. We still won comfortably by 13 mins and
a point of note in that if this event had run, as planned, as the nal round of the 2019-2020
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WEALD 12 Car Championship then Sterling would have won the championship by one point.
Bugger!
Friday 9th October saw me back out with John Taylor on the latest o ering from Southsea Motor
Club, the Ashes to Ashes 12 Car. Eddie Gale gifting us the win by missing a codeboard on the
correct route (He made the same mistake a week later, on BMC’s Nick Ardern Memorial Rally).
1st Overall.
The following Friday saw Sterling and I back out on round two of the new WEALD 12 Car
Challenge, now with nine events, they are scheduled to come thick and fast in the 2020-2021
season. Borough 18 Motor Club putting on a 50 mile route starting from the Westbound M2
Medway Services. Some of these roads are now becoming familiar to me, this being my 5th
WEALD 12 Car, winning the last four on the bounce. Could we make it ve in a row? Not if the
rst section was anything to go by, as we got baulked for what seemed like a lifetime by a
woman locking up her livery yard with her Skoda Fabia parked in the middle of the single track
road. We dropped 2 minutes but Wug Utting and Bob Stokoe (who wrong slotted at the rst
junction) sat behind us and lost 3 mins. We cleaned the next section but on the 3rd section the
exhaust fell o . The little Mazda MX5 is not the highest riding of cars at the best of times,
coupled with some particularly rough Kent narrow lanes something had to give. We stopped to
inspect the damage and assess the noise level from the outside, we decided to continue if we
could, but it would have to be at a reduced pace. We carried on at about 50% pace and keeping
the 1.8 Mazda’s engine from engaging the VVTi. We were haemorrhaging time but keeping going
in the right direction and more importantly not too loudly. We got held up by all sorts of tra c be
it either coming towards us or baulking us. Trucks, tractors, supermarket delivery vans, taxis, big
German SUV’s being driven at 15 mph and even rabbits. It was turning out to be a trying event
and Sterling’s concentration was starting to wane. He had not been 100% on the ball since the
o , when he su ered a puncture en route to the start. At the end we had dropped 13 mins in
total and was expecting our rst non-win together, but Wug and Bob had also had a mare,
dropping 17 mins. The old adage of “to nish rst, rst you have to nish” never seeming so apt!
1st Overall.
Now time for a spot of Stage Rallying, well I may as well get some bene t from paying for a
National B Rally licence (since the Bagger), and Down Ampney air eld would be the venue for
the Cotswold Stages Rally. Back out again with Mike East in his newly built Ford Fiesta (RHD) R2
stage rally car, prepared by EDSL Sport in Crondell. The weather conditions were horrendous,
and this left the disused air eld tracks submerged in standing water. Rather than spending the
day driving round looking for the accident, Mike decided to get it out of the way on the rst
stage. Coming to rest sideways against a 55-gallon oil drum squarely pressed up against the
driver’s door. Only super cial damage was sustained to the previously mint Fiesta, thus allowing
us to continue to see if there were any more accidents that could be had. Fortunately, apart from
a couple of half spins and stalls, no more accidents were forthcoming, and we nished the
slightly shortened event without adding anymore to the patina, to what really is a fantastic little
rally car. 18th Overall and 3rd in class.
Then BOOM! As if by magic Lockdown 2 (electric avenue) kicks in at the start of November and
once again cancelling or postponing all rallying until December at the earliest. WEALD have
taken the decision of postponing both events scheduled for the remainder of 2020 and to try
and ‘shoehorn’ them into the calendar for 2021.
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Cotswold Stages Rally, Down Ampney, Saturday 31st October 2020
18th Overall and 3rd in class

Hopefully, I will be out with J.T. once more on the Autumn Leaves 12 Car organised by Southsea
on the 4th December, if the fun police allow us out? The entry for this is a real cracker, with eight
or nine top crew in for the possible win, and a full entry to boot (with reserves).
The following week is FDMC’s Gwyn Jones Memorial 12 Car Rally, that I am down to do with
Mike East in his Road Rally MG ZR 160 (and not in his, currently being built, ‘brand new’ historic
road rally spec. MkII Escort). This will be our shot at doing the treble, having won the event
together the previous two years.
Then what for 2021? What will the future hold? Will the prospect of a successful vaccine nally
bring an end to the world living under the threat of Covid-19? Will the bat eating, slanty eyed
dinks have to bring forward the release date of Covid-21? Will rallying as we know it, have been
damaged for good, once and for all? The Forestry Commission are allegedly pressing to stop
Stage Rallying on their property, instead focusing on patronage from cyclists and walkerists, as
their main revenue stream. Residents of rural areas are now more o ended than ever by the
sound of cars using the public roads outside their properties, as during the lockdowns there was
less tra c than normal, and of course no rallies running. So now if we hold a 12 Car then
obviously, we are in their eyes, doing something even more wrong than ever before!
And what lies in store for me and my rallying future. My short-range eyesight seems to have
gone to the dogs, with me now having to wear reading glasses to plot the navigation. 30 odd
years of peering at 1:50,000 scale OS maps, in dimly lit cockpits has nally taken its toll. I do not
enjoy it as much as I used to, basically because it a major fa putting on and taking o my
reading giggs as and when I need them. Also, as you can see from above, I have won every 12
Car I have competed on this year. People are starting to get fed up with it/me now, and several
people within the WEALD community seem to have taken a grievance about me winning the last
ve WEALD events straight. I do want to win the WEALD 12 Car Challenge with Sterling and
then I think I will hang up my romer on 12 Cars. I really want to start driving on them and may be
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have my son Tom navigating for me? as I did with my father, when I was aged 14! But
unfortunately, nances do not currently corroborate this dream. Road rallying is pretty much
defunct now apart from in Wales and a couple of great old-fashioned classics like the
Carpetbagger and the Preston, but for how much longer? Anyhow a full-blown, all-night, road
rally is very di cult for me to get a pass out for, with a young and growing family.
As for stage rallying Mike wants to do as many of the new format closed-road tarmac rallies as
possible in his Fiesta R2. These are again a huge draw on my time away from the family, but
short enough to get a pass out for, if this was all that I concentrated on for my rallying kicks. I do
enjoy this new British format of rallying, as it is very continental like, but it is really starting to hurt
the old body though now, when Mike inevitably nds some inanimate object to smash into!
So, there you go, what to do? Answers on a postcard please?
Let us hope 2021 is better than this year has been, and I hope to see you out on an event nearby
soon. I will probably be marshalling?!?
Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you and your loved ones from Team Pashley.
Pash

Out and About - in retrospect
2CV cross at Blackbushe near Camberley
June 1976. In a two day event organised
by Hants and Berks Motor Club. The entry
was made up from a number of French
teams complete with a small brass band.
Robert
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